Take Aways

- Independent Oversight
- Public engagement
- Continuous improvement
... public concern with the impartiality of government or industry to monitor or police itself is questioned ...
A commitment from resource managers to carefully and responsibly manage the public resources entrusted to one’s care...
To serve the public interest as the independent watchdog for sound forest and range practices in British Columbia.
Challenges

• Independence
• Credibility
• Timeliness
• Gov’t Action
Challenges

- Cumulative Effects
- Professional Reliance
- Public Expectations
Opportunities

- Demonstrate value
- Broaden mandate
- Build public trust
Opportunities

- Renew Social Licence
- Continuous Improvement
- Level Industry Playing Field
Take Aways

• Independent Oversight
• Public engagement
• Continuous improvement
Objective Assessments of:

• Licensee Compliance
• Public Complaints
• Government